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Speed’s Orbit Problem: Variations on Themes of Burnside
JONATHAN D. H. SMITH
The paper offers a solution to T. P. Speed’s Orbit Problem, describing the orbit decomposition of
direct powers of a transitive finite group action. The solution is given in terms of the Burnside algebra
of the group and the right action of an incidence algebra of the subgroup lattice on a module of finitary
functions. As a corollary, it is shown that almost all orbits in powers of a faithful action are regular.
This gives one possible ‘GF(1)’ version of Burnside’s original theorem that each irreducible complex
representation of a finite group appears in a tensor power of a fixed faithful representation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a paper summarizing a long study of the analysis of variance [17–24], T. P. Speed formu-
lated the Orbit Problem.
ORBIT PROBLEM (25, SECTION 7). Suppose that a finite group G acts transitively on a
set Q. Describe the orbits of the (diagonal) action of G on Qr for r ≥ 2.
Speed assessed the importance of the Orbit Problem within the study of ANOVA as follows:
‘its solution is necessary before any further analysis along these lines is possible’ [25, p. 334].
A second motivation for considering the Orbit Problem arises from its relevance to su-
perschemes, extensions of association schemes to relations of arbitrary length. Superschemes
were originally introduced [12] within the development of the character theory of quasigroups
[9–14], in order to interpret the tensor square of a quasigroup character table. Later, it was
shown [16] that each superscheme arises as the set of orbits of a permutation group G of a set
Q acting diagonally on all the powers of the set Q. Thus, a solution of Speed’s Orbit Problem
is tantamount to a description of all the classes of a superscheme.
The purpose of the current paper is to propose a solution to the Orbit Problem: Theorem 4.1
below. The solution is formulated in terms of two types of algebras associated with a group G:
incidence algebras of the subgroup lattice Sb G, and Burnside algebras. Incidence algebras
are described in the second section, together with their right action on modules of finitary
functions (Theorem 2.2). Section 3 presents the requisite material on Burnside algebras. The
solution to the Orbit Problem is then given in Section 4. For a fixed power r , it specifies how
often each possible kind of orbit appears within the decomposition of Qr .
From the solution to the orbit problem, it emerges that almost every class of a superscheme
is actually a regular orbit. This is proved as a corollary of Theorem 5.1. Early in the twentieth
century, Burnside published the result that each irreducible complex representation of a finite
group G appears as a constituent of some tensor power of each faithful representation [4,
Chapter XV, Theorem IV]. Brauer [3] refined Burnside’s Theorem into its more current form
(e.g., [2, Theorem I.6.3], [7, Chapter V 10.8]), identifying the number of distinct values of
the ordinary character of the faithful representation as an upper bound on the tensor powers
needed to yield all the irreducible representations. Subsequently, this approach to Burnside’s
Theorem has led to the study of sharp characters (e.g., [5, 8]). There have also been versions
of Burnside’s Theorem in prime characteristics (e.g., [26]). Within the philosophy that per-
mutation representations are representations ‘over GF(1)’, one may view Theorem 5.1 as one
possible characteristic 1 version of Burnside’s original theorem. (This interpretation must not
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be read too literally. As a referee pointed out, it is not true that a large power χr of a faith-
ful ordinary character necessarily decomposes as χr = mρ + ϕ for a positive integer m, the
regular character ρ, and a character ϕ whose degree is asymptotically small compared with
that of mρ. On the other hand, there is a polynomial f (X)in Z[X ] such that f (χ) = mρ for
a positive integer m [5].)
2. INCIDENCE ALGEBRAS
Let (X, α) or (X,≤) be a partially ordered set. For elements x, y of X , define the closed
interval
[x, y] = {t ∈ X |x ≤ t ≤ y}. (2.1)
The poset (X, α) is said to be locally finite if each such closed interval in (X, α) is finite. In
particular, finite posets are locally finite. From now on, assume that (X, α) is locally finite.
Let (S,+, ·, 0, 1) be a commutative, unital ring. The set Sα of functions from α to S inherits
a componentwise ring structure (Sα,+, ·, 0, ζ ) from S. In particular, the identity of Sα is the
zeta function ζ : α → {1}. Given two elements θ, ϕ of Sα , their convolution is the function
θ ∗ ϕ : α→ S with
θ ∗ ϕ(x, y) =
∑
x≤t≤y
θ(x, t)ϕ(t, y) (2.2)
for (x, y) ∈ α. Local finiteness of (X, α) guarantees the finiteness of the sum in (2.2). The
set Sα becomes a (non-commutative) ring (Sα,+, ∗, 0, δ) whose identity is the delta function
δ : α→ S, the incidence function of the equality relation on X [1, Proposition 4.1]. The ring
or S-algebra (Sα,+, ∗, 0, δ) is called the incidence algebra of the poset (X, α). The chain
function of (X, α) is the element
η = ζ − δ (2.3)
of Sα . Note that a positive power η∗k of η in the incidence algebra counts chains of length k
in (X, α):
η∗k(x, y) = |{x = x0 < x1 < · · · < xk = y|xi ∈ X}| (2.4)
[1, Proposition 4.8(i)]. Local finiteness of (X, α) guarantees the finiteness of the cardinality
in (2.4). Moreover,
k ≥ |[x, y]| ⇒ η∗k(x, y) = 0. (2.5)
It follows that the zeta function ζ = δ + η has an inverse given by the binomial series
µ = ζ ∗(−1) = (δ + η)∗(−1) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kη∗k (2.6)
in the incidence algebra, with a value µ(x, y) given by a finite sum
µ(x, y) =
|[x,y]|∑
k=0
(−1)kη∗k(x, y) (2.7)
[1, Corollary 4.12]. The function µ : α→ S is called the Mo¨bius function of the poset (X, α).
Note that
µ(x, x) = 1 (2.8)
for each element x of X .
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the set Sb A4 of subgroups of the alternating group A4, ordered
by containment. Then
µ(〈(1)〉, 〈(234)〉) = −1 (2.9)
by (2.7) with a unique non-zero summand for k = 1 corresponding to the chain 〈(1)〉 ⊂
〈(234)〉. For the Vierergruppe V ,
µ(〈(1)〉, V ) = 2. (2.10)
In this case (2.7) comprises a summand of−1 for k = 1 corresponding to the chain 〈(1)〉 ⊂ V ,
and a summand of 3 for k = 2 corresponding to the three chains 〈(1)〉 ⊂ 〈τ 〉 ⊂ V with
involutions τ .
A function f : X → S is said to be finitary downward if for each x in X ,
{t ≤ x | f (t) 6= 0} (2.11)
is finite. Let D(X, S) denote the S-submodule of SX consisting of finitary downward S-valued
functions on S.
THEOREM 2.2 (15, SECTION 2). Under the action
f ∗ θ(x) =
∑
t≤x
f (t)θ(t, x) (2.12)
for f ∈ D(X, S), θ ∈ Sα, x ∈ X, the S-module D(X, S) becomes a unital right Sα-module.
PROOF. By the downward finitarity of f , the sum on the right-hand side of (2.12) is finite.
It must be shown that {y ≤ x | f ∗ θ(y) 6= 0} is finite. However, if y (below x) does not lie in
the finite set
⋃{[t, x]| f (t) 6= 0}, a finite union of finite intervals, then
f ∗ θ(y) =
∑
u≤y
f (u)θ(u, y) = 0. (2.13)
Indeed, if a factor f (u) of a summand in (2.13) with u ≤ y ≤ x were non-zero, one would ob-
tain the contradiction y ∈ [u, x] with f (u) 6= 0. Finally, note f ∗ δ(x) =∑t≤x f (t)δ(t, x) =
f (x) for all x in X . 2
COROLLARY 2.3 (DOWNWARD MO¨BIUS INVERSION 1, 4.18(I)). For f, g ∈ D(X, S),
one has
f = g ∗ ζ ⇔ g = f ∗ µ. (2.14)
REMARK 2.4. Dually, one may obtain upward Mo¨bius inversion relating functions lying
in a unital left Sα-module of upward finitary functions.
3. BURNSIDE ALGEBRAS
Let G be a finite group, and let G be the variety of (right) G-sets, considered as a category
with homomorphisms (G-equivariant maps) as morphisms. Given G-sets X and Y , their dis-
joint union X+Y provides a coproduct in G and their direct product X×Y provides a product
in G. The empty G-set is the initial object of G, while the singleton G-set G \G is a terminal
object of G. For a G-set X , let [X ] denote the isomorphism class of X in G. Let A+(G) be
the set of G-isomorphism classes of finite G-sets. It becomes a commutative, unital semiring
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(A+(G),+, ·, 0, 1) under [X ] + [Y ] = [X + Y ], [X ][Y ] = [X × Y ], 0 = [∅], 1 = [G \ G]
(cf. [27, Section 1.1]).
A non-empty G-set X is irreducible if it has no proper, non-empty G-subsets (in other
words, G acts transitively on X ). A non-empty G-set X is indecomposable if it cannot be
expressed as a disjoint union of two proper, non-empty G-subsets. By ‘Maschke’s Theorem
over G F (1)’, irreducibility is equivalent to indecomposability: the complement of a G-subset
is a G-subset. Each finite G-set is a disjoint union of indecomposables.
For a subgroup H of G, let H \ G denote the set {H x |x ∈ G} of right cosets of H in
G. Each H \ G becomes a (right) G-set under the actions g : H x 7→ H xg for x, g ∈ G.
Each irreducible G-set X is isomorphic to such a G-set Gx \ G, the subgroup Gx being the
stabilizer {g ∈ G|xg = x} of a fixed element x of X . If xg = y in X , then G y is the conjugate
Ggx = g−1Gx g of Gx in G, so [Gx \ G] = [G y \ G] = [Ggy \ G]. The inner automorphism
group Inn G of G act on the subgroup lattice Sb G of G, with orbit set Sb G/Inn G. Then for
subgroups H and K of G, one has [H \ G] = [K \ G] iff the orbits H Inn G and K Inn G
coincide [7, Aufg. I 23c)].
Define the mark function
A+(G)→ QSb G; [X ] 7→ (H 7→ |G(H \ G, X)|) (3.1)
(cf. [4, Section 180]: Burnside essentially defined the ‘mark’ of a subgroup H in a G-set X
to be the cardinality on the right of (3.1)). By the definition of products in the category G, the
mark function is a multiplicative homomorphism. Now for a G-set X and a subgroup H of
G, let Fix(X, H) denote the set of fixed points in X under the restriction of the action to H .
There are mutually inverse bijections
G(H \ G, X)→ Fix (X, H); f 7→ H f (3.2)
and
Fix (X, H)→ G(H \ G, X); x 7→ (Hg 7→ xg). (3.3)
Since |Fix (X + Y, H)| = |Fix (X, H)| + |Fix (Y, H)| for a second G-set Y , it follows that
the mark function is also an additive homomorphism. Indeed, it is also injective [27, Proposi-
tion I.2.2], so A+(G) is identified with its image under (3.1). The subring of QSb G generated
by A+(G) is called the Burnside ring A(G) of G, while theQ-subalgebra generated by A+(G)
is called the (rational) Burnside algebra B(G) of G.
For a subgroup K of G, define the element
eK Inn G = |NG(K )|−1
∑
L≤K
|L|µ(L , K )[L \ G] (3.4)
of B(G), using the Mo¨bius function of the lattice (Sb G,≤).
THEOREM 3.1 (6, SECTION 3, 28, THEOREM 3.1). For R, S in Sb G/Inn G, one has
eReS = if R = S then eR else 0. (3.5)
Thus {eR |R ∈ Sb G/Inn G} is a complete set of primitive idempotents of B(G).
4. SPEED’S ORBIT PROBLEM
Consider a transitive action of a finite group G on a set Q, with a point stabilizer being a
subgroup H of G. The diagonal action of G on the power Qr then belongs to the isomorphism
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class [H \ G]r in the category G of G-sets. The solution to Speed’s Orbit Problem expresses
[H \G]r as a sum of isomorphism classes of indecomposable G-sets. The solution is given in
terms of the incidence algebra of the subgroup poset (Sb G, γ ) of G over the Burnside algebra
B(G) of G.
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite group. Consider the elements
κ : (K , H) 7→ |2H ∩ K Inn G| · |NG(K )| (4.1)
of B(G)γ and
j : L 7→ |L| · [L \ G] (4.2)
of D(Sb G, B(G)). Then for H ∈ Sb G and each positive integer r ,
[H \ G]r = |H |−r j ∗ µ ∗ κr−1(H), (4.3)
the power of κ being taken in (B(G)γ , ·).
PROOF. Consider the element
h : K 7→ |NG(K )|eK Inn G (4.4)
of D(Sb G, B(G)). By (3.4), one has h = j ∗ µ. Thus j = h ∗ ζ by (2.14), whence
[H \ G] = |H |−1
∑
K≤H
|NG(K )|eK Inn G (4.5)
[6, Lemma 1] [28, Lemma 3.4(3)]. Each idempotent eK Inn G in (4.5) arises |2H ∩ K Inn G|
times, once for each conjugate of K that appears as a subset of H . Collecting these terms, (4.5)
may be rewritten as
[H \ G] = |H |−1
∑
K Inn G∈Sb G/Inn G
|2H ∩ K Inn G| · |NG(K )|eK Inn G . (4.6)
Raising (4.6) to the r th power, Theorem 3.1 yields
[H \ G]r = |H |−r
∑
K Inn G∈Sb G/Inn G
|2H ∩ K Inn G|r · |NG(K )|r eK Inn G .
Using (3.4) this may be rewritten in the form
[H \ G]r = |H |−r
∑
K≤H
|2H ∩ K Inn G|r−1|NG(K )|r−1
∑
L≤K
j (L)µ(L , K )
= |H |−r
∑
L
∑
K
j (L)µ(L , K )κr−1(K , H),
as required for (4.3). 2
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the natural action [H \ A4] of the alternating group A4, with
H = 〈(234)〉 stabilizing the point 1. One has κ(H, H) = 3 and κ(1, H) = 12. The mod-
ule action and convolution in (4.3) yield [H \ A4]r = 3−r { j (H)µ(H, H)κr−1(H, H) +
j (1)µ(1, H)κr−1(H, H)+ j (1)µ(1, 1)κr−1(1, H)} = 3−r {3[H \ A4]3r−1 − [1 \ A4]3r−1+
[1 \ A4]12r−1} = [H \ A4] + 13 (4r−1 − 1)[1 \ A4], using (2.8) and (2.9). Thus the r th power
of the natural action comprises one natural orbit and (4r−1 − 1)/3 regular orbits.
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5. POWERS OF FAITHFUL REPRESENTATIONS
Example 4.2 shows that for large r , almost every element of the r th power of the natural
representation of A4 lies in a regular orbit. This behaviour is typical of faithful representations.
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a permutation group acting transitively on a set Q. Then for large
powers Qr of the G-set Q, almost every element of Qr lies in a regular orbit.
PROOF. Let H be a point stabilizer. By Theorem 4.1, the multiplicity of the type [1 \G] in
[H \ G]r is |H |−r j (1)µ ∗ κr−1(1, H) or
|[H \ G]|r · 1|G|
∑
K≤H
µ(1, K )
[
κ(K , H)
|G|
]r−1
. (5.1)
Thus, under the uniform distribution on [H \ G]r , the probability that a random element lies
in a regular orbit is ∑
K≤H
µ(1, K )
[
κ(K , H)
|G|
]r−1
. (5.2)
The total number of conjugates of a subgroup K is |G|/|NG(K )|, so the proportion of this
total number lying in H is |G|−1|NG(K )| · |2H ∩ K Inn G| = |G|−1κ(K , H). If all lie in H ,
then K is a subgroup of the core
⋂
g∈G
H g of H . By the faithfulness of the permutation repre-
sentation, this only happens for K = {1}. Thus as r tends to∞, the limit of expression (5.2)
is µ(1, 1)[κ(1, H)/|G|]r−1 = 1. 2
COROLLARY 5.2. Let (Q, 0∗) be a superscheme. By [16, Theorem 4.4], there is a permu-
tation group G acting on Q such that the set 0n of superscheme classes of length n + 2 is the
set of orbits of G on Qn+2. Thus almost every class of (Q, 0∗) is a regular orbit of G.
PROBLEM 5.3. In the context of Theorem 5.1, determine the smallest power r such that
Qr contains at least 1 regular orbit.
REMARK 5.4. For non-triviality in Problem 5.3, assume that the point stabilizer H is non-
trivial. The obvious inequality |G| < |[H \ G]|r forces
r > (1− log|G| |H |)−1. (5.3)
In Example 4.2, this is sharp.
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